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SUMMARY 

This work analyzes the influence of the discretization error associated to the Finite Element 
(FE) analyses of each design configuration proposed by the structural shape optimization 
algorithms over the behavior of the algorithm. The paper clearly shows that if FE analyses are 
not accurate enough, the final solution provided by the optimization algorithm will neither be 
optimal nor satisfy the constraints. The need for the use of adaptive FE analysis techniques in 
shape optimum design will be shown. The paper proposes the combination of two strategies to 
reduce the computational cost related to the use of mesh adaptivity in evolutionary optimization 
algorithms: (a) the use of an algorithm for the mesh generation by projection of the 
discretization error, which reduces the computational cost associated to the adaptive FE analysis 
of each geometrical configuration and, (b) the successive increase of the required accuracy of 
the FE analyses in order to obtain a considerable reduction of the computational cost in the early 
stages of the optimization process. 

 

KEY WORDS: Structural shape optimization; Error estimation; Adaptive remeshing; 
Sensitivity analysis; Evolutionary algorithms; Differential evolution 

1. INTRODUCTION 

An optimization problem can be mathematically viewed as the minimization of a 
function f(v) depending on a set of variables v and subjected to some constraints. The 
general form of such a problem is:  
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where f is the objective function (OF), vi are the design variables and gj are inequality 
constraints which, for structural problems, are normally expressed in terms of stresses 
and/or displacements. The values ai and bi define lateral constraints. Each individual is 
characterized by a set of values of v that correspond to a specific structural design. The 
definition of each design in terms of the values of v is called the parameterization of the 
optimization problem. The resolution of the optimum design problem consists of 
finding the values of v defining the best design. 

The algorithms used to solve optimization problems are generally iterative. 
Whichever the algorithm used, it is necessary to evaluate the values f and g for each of 
the different designs during the iterative optimization process. In this work we have 
considered structural shape optimization problems. The values for f and g in this kind of 
problems are usually obtained by the use of the finite element method (FEM). Hence, 
one should create a specific mesh for each of the different designs to be analyzed and 
then use the FEM to obtain the structural response of each design and, if necessary, the 
corresponding sensitivities with respect to the design variables. Two main aspects 
relative to the evaluation of f and g by means of the FEM, which have a great 
importance over the global behavior of the optimization process, must be taken into 
account: the computational effort required for the numerical evaluation of each 
individual (geometrical configuration) and the accuracy of the FEM results.  

The importance of the computational effort required for the evaluation of each 
geometrical configuration is evident. In optimization problems like those under 
consideration, most of the computational cost is devoted to the analysis of individuals in 
order to obtain the values of the OF, the degree of satisfaction of the constraints and, 
eventually, their corresponding sensitivity analysis.  

On the other hand, and related to the accuracy of the results, it must be taken into 
account that these numerical analysis techniques provide only approximate values for 
the data  required by the optimization algorithm. If these values are not accurate enough, 
an excessive amount of noise can be introduced in the optimization process. This could 
decrease the rate of convergence of the optimization process, and could cause the 
convergence to a solution that is non-optimal or unfeasible. In the context of the FEM, 
the so called h-adaptive techniques, the p-adaptive techniques and the hp-adaptive 
techniques can be used to obtain solutions with the prescribed accuracy level. However, 
the use of these techniques implies a big computational cost that reduces the 
computational efficiency of the optimization process. 

This paper will show that the correct behavior of the optimization process is only 
ensured if a minimum quality of the results of the analysis of each design, used to drive 
the optimization process, is ensured. To do this, the effect of the prescribed maximum 
error in energy norm over the final results obtained by means of a gradient-based 
deterministic algorithm and those obtained with an evolutionary algorithm, will be 
shown.  

As previously commented, adaptive FEM techniques can be used to obtain solutions 
with the prescribed accuracy level. However, the use of the traditional adaptive 
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techniques implies the successive analysis of a sequence of numerical models with 
increasing accuracy, automatically adapted to the characteristics of the solution of the 
problem. The computational cost related to the use of these traditional adaptive analysis 
techniques can be critical when evolutionary algorithms are used. To solve this 
problem, in this paper we propose the use of the h-adaptive analysis technique for 
generations of individuals described in [1]. The procedure consists of using the 
sensitivity analysis of the discretization error in energy norm with respect to the design 
variables [2-4] to project the error obtained from a representative individual of the 
generation into the different geometrical configurations to be analyzed. H-adapted 
meshes for the analysis of each particular individual can be created with this 
information, which in the vast majority of cases provides FE results with the prescribed 
accuracy, thus avoiding the high computational cost associated to the full h-adaptive 
remeshing.  

2. CASE STUDY AND MOTIVATION. PIPE CROSS SECTION 

This section shows the results corresponding to the solution of an optimization 
problem, with a known analytical solution, using different levels of the controlled 
discretization error as a motivation for the developments presented in this paper. Both, 
evolutionary and deterministic optimization algorithms have been considered. The part 
to be optimized corresponds to the cross-section of a pipe subjected to an internal 
pressure. Two perpendicular planes of symmetry have been considered; therefore, only 
one quarter of the section has been modeled, as shown in Fig. 1. The shape is defined by 
a total of 8 points, 5 of these points describe a circular internal shape and 3 describe the 
external boundary of the pipe. The optimization problem consists of finding the shape 
for the external boundary keeping the internal one fixed and minimizing the total area. 
The 4 design variables shown in Fig. 1 correspond with the coordinates of the points 
used to define the external boundary. Note that this example does not correspond to any 
real configuration, thus no units have been specified. Anyway, a coherent system of 
units has been used. 

The maximum von Mises stresses in the model evaluated at boundary nodes have 
been restricted to 2.0106.  

It is well known that the optimal analytical geometry of the external boundary also 
corresponds to a circular shape. The following equations show the exact values of 
displacements and stresses for a given point with global Cartesian coordinates (x,y), 

io RRk = , 22 yxr   and  yxarctg , located in a thick-wall cylinder subjected 

to internal pressure. Hence, these equations can be used to evaluate the analytical 
solution of this optimization problem: 
 - Radial displacement: 
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  - Stresses in cylindrical and Cartesian coordinates: 
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The external radius of the analytical solution for this problem (1/4 of cross section) 
evaluated from (3) is 2446110.6703308oR . This corresponds to an area 

Aopt = 69.787307715081.  

2.1. Evolutionary algorithm. 

For these numerical analyses the Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm has been 
used. DE is an evolutionary algorithm that has shown a robust performance yielding 
good results, even when applied to very different types of problems. DE was developed 
by Storn and Price [5]. Its key idea is the differential operator, which serves the same 
purpose as the crossover parameter in a standard genetic algorithm, namely to exchange 
information between parents when creating offspring. From the two different versions 
of the Differential Evolution algorithms proposed by Storn and Price the DE1 classical 
one has been used. 

The initial values of the design variables and their allowed data range and geometrical 
constraints for the Pipe cross section problem are shown in Table 1.  

Observe that constraint equations between the values of the design variables have 
been used in order to minimize the production of geometrically unfeasible individuals.  

2.2. Gradient-based algorithm. 

The deterministic optimization algorithm considered in this work defines the new 
values of the design variables for a new design using the results of the numerical 
analyses associated to the behavior of the existing design, and their sensitivity analysis. 
The methodology used in this paper corresponds to the algorithm developed by 
Navarrina [6]. Once the k-th design has been analyzed, the values for the design 
variables for the next design are defined as: 

 kkkk svv θ1   (4) 

where vk is the vector containing the values of the design variables for the k-th 
geometry, vk+1 is the vector corresponding to the next geometry, sk is a unit vector 
defining the direction of change in the space of the design variables and θk is a scaling 
factor in this direction. 

The algorithm computes the direction of change sk by using a SIMPLEX method 
with information coming from an exact first order sensitivity analysis of the OF and the 
constraints. Next, the scaling factor θk is computed by performing a line search 
minimization using second order directional sensitivity analysis. 

2.3. H-Adaptive Finite Element Analysis. 

An h-adaptive finite element analysis code has been used to obtain the values of the 
objective function and the degree of satisfaction of the constraints for each of the 
different geometrical configurations proposed by the optimization algorithms. The use 
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of the h-adaptive strategy ensures the quality of the analysis providing FE solutions with 
a relative estimated discretization error in energy norm  lower than that specified by 
the analyst. The program uses the Zienkiewicz-Zhu error estimator in energy norm [7] 
to guide the h-adaptive analysis. The error estimator is based on the definition of the 
energy norm ||u||: 

 
  dT σDσu 12

 (5) 

Hence, the following expression is used to evaluate the error estimation in energy 
norm for each element, e: 

    
 

e

dh

T

he σσDσσ *1*2  (6) 

where hσ  is the  stress field directly obtained from the FE analysis, *σ  is a recovered 

improved stress field, D relates strains with stresses as  = D and e is the domain of 
element e. 

Quadratic triangular elements have been used in the numerical examples. We have 
used the global least squares smoothing technique [7] to obtain the recovered stress field 

*σ required by the Zienkiewicz-Zhu error estimator. The recovered stresses at the nodes 
along the boundary have been used to verify the stress constraints in the models. Other 
recovery techniques like the Superconvergent Patch Recovery technique (SPR) [8-10] 
or any other improvement of this recovery technique could also be used [11-14].  

Cubic B-splines [15] have been used to define each of the geometrical configurations 
in terms of the coordinates of some definition points (parameterization). 

In order to see the effect of the amount of discretization error contained in the 
analysis of each design over the behavior of the optimization algorithms (both 
evolutionary and deterministic) 6 different situations corresponding to different 
prescribed levels of the relative discretization error in energy norm  have been studied. 
The error values prescribed for the first 5 analyses were 1%, 2.5%, 5%, 10% and 20%. 
In the 6th case a  <100% tolerance has been specified, which in practical terms implies 
that the accuracy of the solution is not controlled and the number of elements is only 
depending on geometrical criteria (see examples in Fig. 2).  

2.4. 2D model optimization using the evolutionary algorithm with in-house FEM code.  

Fig. 3 shows the effect of the prescribed maximum estimated relative error in energy 
norm  over the evolution of the area of the pipe cross section during each optimization 
process. It can be observed that, at least for this problem, the global aspect of the 
obtained optimum results for all the situations are quite similar.

However, as shown in Fig. 4, the effect of  over the evolution of the optimization 
process is especially significant if we compare the final results obtained with each 
different degree of the discretization error. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the difference 
in relative terms between the area provided by the best individual obtained up to each 
generation and the area of the optimal analytical solution. The graph shows that the final 
solution associated to each analyses is significantly different from the analytical 
solution for the cases with higher values of the prescribed error , but approaches the 
exact solution for the lower values of .   
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Fig. 5 represents the effect of  over the shape of the final solution provided by the 
optimization algorithm. It can be clearly observed that for high values of  the algorithm 
converges to shapes that are quite different from the optimal analytical solution and 
approaches the analytical solution for decreasing values of . The difference in area 
between the exact solution and that obtained for  = 1% is only 0.38%. In any case, one 
should take into account that the optimal analytical external contour (circular shape) 
cannot be exactly obtained because the B-splines used to define the boundary are unable 
to exactly reproduce a circular shape. 

In the geometrical model, the external surface of the pipe has been imposed to be 
perpendicular to symmetry surfaces. When the error is not controlled or for the highest 
values of , the size of the elements is too big to capture this geometrical constraint, see 
highlighted area in Fig. 6.  

On the other hand, it can be observed that, due to their size, the elements shown in 
Fig. 6 are unable to adequately evaluate the maximum level of stresses resulting from 
this geometry in this optimization problem. Therefore, individuals with geometries 
similar to that represented in Fig. 6 can be accepted as feasible, as shown in the first row 
of geometries in Fig. 5. With the most restrictive values of the h-adaptive process will 
adequately adapt the mesh size to the local characteristics of the geometry, the stress 
levels will then be more accurately evaluated and this kind of geometries could be 
finally rejected. 

In this problem, the optimization process tends to provide solutions with a value of 
the OF (area) lower than that of the analytical solution. This is due to the 
underestimation of the maximum value of stresses provided by the FEM for this 
problem. The level of this underestimation of stresses increases with the size of the 
elements used in the analysis. In order to quantify the quality of the solutions obtained 
with the different degrees of discretization error, we have performed a full h-adaptive 
analysis requiring a final estimated error in energy norm  < 0.3% over each of the 
geometries displayed in Fig. 5. This has produced much more accurate approximations 
of the stress distributions in these geometries and, therefore, a much more accurate 
evaluation of the degree of satisfaction of the stress constraints. Table 2 shows the 
values of the cross sectional areas A together with the difference with respect to the area 
of the analytical solution Aopt and the value of the maximum von Mises stress vm 
evaluated with  < 0.3% together with their difference with respect to the maximum 
allowed value admissible. The table shows that, except for the case of  < 1%,  the values 
of the maximum von Mises stress were underestimated because of the lack of accuracy 
in the FE analyses. Therefore, these designs would not be valid as they would severely 
exceed the maximum allowed value for this magnitude. The table also shows that 
A  Aopt is closely related to vm  admissible:  due to the underestimation of the 
maximum von Mises stress the optimization algorithm reduces the area until this value 
reaches the specified limit. Hence, the optimization algorithm provides solutions with a 
lower area than those that would be obtained with an accurate evaluation of the 
maximum von Mises stress. Observe that the solution obtained with    1% is almost 
identical to the analytical solution, with a difference in areas of only +0.38% and 
exceeding the allowable stresses by only 0.69%. 

For the sake of completeness this test case has been reproduced by linking the 
evolutionary algorithm with Ansys® 11[16], as this commercial package offers the 
possibility to run h-adaptive analyses both in 2D and 3D. This code also uses the 
Zienkiewicz and Zhu error estimator [7] to guide the h-adaptive process, using a nodal 
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averaging technique to obtain the recovered stress field *σ . Splines have been used in 
Ansys® to define the geometrical configurations to be analyzed. Very similar results to 
those obtained with the in house code have been obtained. 

2.5. 2D model optimization using the gradient-based deterministic algorithm.  

The described 2D optimization test case has also been solved using the gradient-
based algorithm. Fig. 7 shows a comparison between the convergence curves obtained 
with the different levels of prescribed discretization error for the case of the gradient-
based deterministic algorithm. First, it can be seen that in all cases the convergence is 
much faster than with the evolutionary algorithm. Nevertheless, it can also be seen that 
after an initial quick drop of the OF, its evolution is different depending on the amount 
of the allowed discretization error. 

During the first 10 iterations the convergence is not depending on the level of 
discretization error. This is because in these initial iterations the obtained designs are far 
away from the optimal one and the corresponding stress values are still far away from 
the restricted ones. Therefore, the constraints are not yet active and thus the process is 
still independent of the degree of accuracy in the evaluation of the constraints. 

Fig. 8 shows the detailed evolution of the OF after the initial iterations. In this case, 
the evolution of the relative differences between the cross sectional area obtained at 
each iteration and the optimal analytical one is represented. It can be seen how a quick 
convergence to a practically exact value is obtained when  is fixed to 1%. On the other 
hand, when higher values of  are employed, the evolution of the OF shows big 
oscillations and the process stops with final designs that, in fact, are not feasible 
because a more accurate analysis also shows too high values of the von Mises stress. 
The main reason of this behavior is the lack of reliability of the obtained values for the 
von Mises stress that drive all the optimization process. These values change every time 
the mesh is modified, even for a constant geometry, introducing a lot of “noise” in the 
convergence of the process and in the lack of reliability of the final design. This noise 
would not appear if a single mesh, conveniently adapted to each geometry, would have 
been used. In this case, this noise wouldn’t be present and wouldn’t produce 
oscillations, but the final optimum design wouldn’t be reliable because the degree of 
accuracy of the computed von Mises stress would be very low. 

Fig. 9 represents the effect of  over the final solution provided by the deterministic 
algorithm. As in the previous cases, it can be clearly observed that for high values of  
the algorithm converges to shapes that are different from the optimal analytical solution, 
approaching to the analytical solution for decreasing values of  The difference in area 
between the exact solution and that finally obtained for  = 1% is only 0.15%. 

As in the case of the evolutionary algorithm, and in order to quantify the quality of 
the solutions obtained with the different degrees of discretization error, a full h-adaptive 
analysis requiring a final estimated error in energy norm  < 0.3% was performed over 
each of the geometries displayed in Fig. 9. The results shown in Table 3 are similar to 
those previously shown for the evolutionary algorithm: the optimal solutions provided 
by the optimization process underestimate the maximum value of the von Mises stress 
that would be obtained with more accurate FE models. Solutions with a lower area than 
those that would be obtained with an accurate evaluation of the maximum von Mises 
stress are, thus, obtained. However, the results obtained in this case are more accurate 
than those obtained with the evolutionary algorithm. The solution obtained with   1% 
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is again quite close to the analytical solution, with a difference in areas of 0.15% and 
exceeding the allowable stresses by only 0.33%. 

2.6. 3D model optimization using the evolutionary algorithm and Ansys® 11. 

A three-dimensional version of this test case has also been solved with the 
evolutionary algorithm using the model represented in Fig. 10 which uses 12 design 
variables to represent the geometry together with the appropriate symmetry boundary 
conditions. As in the 2D case, the analytical optimal external radius is 

2446110.6703308oR  for an internal radius Ri = 5. The length of the model along the 

axis of the pipe was L = 20, therefore, the volume of the optimal geometry is 
Vopt = 1395.74615. The optimization loop has started from an external cylindrical 
surface of radius 12. 

In this case only three error levels have been prescribed: 5%, 10% and  < 100% (no 
error control). The initial global element size has been set to 4 units in all cases. As the 
stopping criterion, we considered that the optimization problem reached convergence 
when the solution did not improve after 150 consecutive generations. The volume 
evolution and the percentage of error in volume with respect to the analytical solution 
have been represented in Fig. 11 and Fig.12.  

The optimization process has required 513 generations for  < 5%, 589 for  < 10% 
and 927 when the discretization error has not been controlled. This shows that, in this 
case, the lack of control on the accuracy of the FE results has a negative effect over the 
convergence of the process to a final solution. 

Note that the curves used to define the external surface of the model (see Fig. 10) are 
splines. As these curves are unable to reproduce a circumference, the model used in the 
analyses is unable to exactly reproduce the optimal analytical geometry. This explains 
why the results provided by the optimization algorithm seem to converge to solutions 
that are not exactly the optimal analytical solution. 

Fig. 13 shows the final geometries obtained with the optimization algorithm and their 
comparison with the optimal analytical solution. It can be clearly observed that 
decreasing the value of  produces geometries that are closer to the optimal analytical 
solution. It can also be observed that, when the discretization error is not controlled, the 
solution found for 927 generations does not seem to be better than that for 500 
generations; in fact we will demonstrate that it is worst. 

As in the 2D case, in order to obtain a more accurate evaluation of the maximum 
value of the von Mises stresses in the final solutions provided by the optimization 
processes, the geometries displayed in Fig. 13 have been analyzed requiring a final 
estimated relative error in energy norm  ≤ 0.8%. The results obtained are displayed in 
Table 4. This table shows that when the discretization error is not controlled, the 
maximum value of the von Mises stress is not accurately evaluated, resulting in a 
considerable underestimation of the stress level that guides the optimization process to a 
non valid final solution. In fact, the last column in the table shows that when the 
discretization error is not controlled, the lack of accuracy in the evaluation of the 
stresses induced the generation of a solution after 927 generations, at the end of the 
optimization process, that is worst than that obtained after 500. As in the 2D case, the 
table shows that the solutions obtained with error control are more accurate for more 
restrictive values of .  
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The optimal analytical solution corresponds to an external cylindrical surface of 
radius 2446110.6703308oR . Considering this, and taking into account that the 

geometrical variables (see Fig. 10) define the radial distances ri of the n points (n = 9) 
used to define the external surface, we defined an indicator  of the quality of the 
solution as: 

 
n

Rr

R

n

i
oi

o





 1100

 (7) 

This indicator is a measure of the error in radius with respect to the optimal analytical 
solution expressed as a percentage of Ro. This is a more meaningful indicator of the 
quality of the solution than the volume itself, as  is a measure of the quality of the 
shape of the solution. In the analytical solution ri = Ro, thus  = 0. Therefore the best 
solutions would be those with the lowest values of . The evolution of  in the case in 
which the error is not controlled has been represented in Fig. 14.

Both, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, apparently show that the optimization process has always 
improved the solution and thus that, when the error is not controlled, the solution at the 
end of the optimization process, after 927 generations, is better than the solution at 500 
generations. However, the decrease in volume is not followed by a decrease in the 
indicator . In fact, as shown in Table 4, the solution obtained after 927 generations 
was found to be worse than the solution obtained after 500 generations.  

3. EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS WITH MESH GENERATION BY 
PROJECTION OF THE DISCRETIZATION ERROR  

The results presented in the previous section have clearly demonstrated that if a 
minimum quality of the results used to drive structural shape optimization processes is 
not ensured, the optimization process will not converge to the optimal solution, 
providing solutions that could notably violate the satisfaction of the constraint 
equations. However, the use of h-adaptive techniques to control the quality of the finite 
element analyses implies an additional high computational cost as each geometrical 
configuration must be evaluated a number of times until the prescribed level of accuracy 
is reached. Due to the high number of different shape configurations to be analyzed, the 
use of this kind of techniques can be critical when evolutionary algorithms are 
considered. For example, in the 3D problem shown in Section 2.6, the ratio of the mean 
time required for the evaluation of each individual for  ≤ 10% to the mean time 
required with no error control was 1.8. This ratio reached the value of 2.7 for  ≤ 5%. 

In the cases where evolutionary algorithms are used, and in order to reduce the 
computational cost associated to the creation of an adapted mesh for each of the 
individuals to be analyzed, we propose the use of the technique described by Bugeda et 
al.[1] that will be summarized below. The origin of this technique, and its application to 
deterministic optimization algorithms, can be seen in references [2, 3]. In the present 
work we have adapted this technique for evolutionary optimization algorithms. 
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3.1. Algorithm for direct definition of h-adapted meshes for all the individuals of a 
generation. 

For each generation of individuals the proposed strategy (see a graphical 
representation of the algorithm in Fig. 15) is summarized as follows: 

 
 1.- Selection of the reference individual. A specific individual is selected as reference 

individual for the generation. This individual can be fixed at the very beginning of 
the optimization process as an initial design. Nevertheless, the best results have 
been obtained by defining a different reference individual for each generation of 
the optimization process using the mean values of the design variables of all the 
individuals of that particular generation. Thus, if we have a population with P 
individuals, the values of vr that define the reference one are computed as  

 



P

p
pr P 1

1
vv  (8) 

  where vp indicates the values of the design variables v corresponding to the pth 
individual using the selected parameterization. 

 2.- H-adadptive analysis of the reference individual. The reference individual for the 
generation is analyzed using a traditional finite element approach, including an 
adaptive remeshing strategy to ensure a good quality of the results.  

 3.- Sensitivity analysis of the reference individual. Once a good mesh is obtained for 
the analysis of the reference individual, a complete sensitivity analysis of all the 
magnitudes involved in the adaptive remeshing strategy is executed. This includes 
the evaluation of the sensitivity of the discretization error, see (6), for each 
element in the mesh. The following equation was derived in reference [2] to 
evaluate this magnitude.  
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  Where  is the element domain in local coordinates and J is the Jacobian matrix 
corresponding to the transformation of coordinates. 

  Fuenmayor et al. [4] extended the Zienkiewicz-Zhu error estimator [7] to shape 
sensitivity analysis in order to develop a discretization error estimator for shape 
sensitivity analysis, obtaining the expression shown in (9). This proves that the 
sensitivity of the error is equivalent to the error in sensitivities.  

  These calculations require the evaluation of the sensitivities of the nodal 
coordinates, which describes how the mesh evolves when the design variables 
change. For nodes located on the boundary of the domain these sensitivities can 
be easily obtained from the first order sensitivity analysis of the B-spline curves 
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used to define the boundary. A description and comparison of methods commonly 
used to evaluate the sensitivities of the internal nodes can be found in [17]. The 
classical Laplacian smoothing technique has been used in the numerical examples 
presented in this work. 

  The evaluation of ie x 2 also requires the evaluation of the recovered stress 

field *σ . Although other procedures for nodal stress recovery, such as the SPR 
technique [8, 9], could be used, in this work stresses are recovered using a global 
least squares smoothing technique [7]. 

 4.- Projection of magnitudes used in the h-adaptive process. For each of the 
individuals to be analyzed, the values of all magnitudes involved in the adaptive 
remeshing strategy evaluated in the previous step are projected from the reference, 
using the corresponding sensitivity analysis. The magnitudes to be projected are 
the nodal coordinates (x and y), the error estimator in energy norm () and the 
energy norm (||u||). The following expressions are used in these projections: 
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  where sub-indexes r and p are respectively related to the reference individual and 

the individual to which the information is projected, and iv  are the design 

variables used to define the geometry, see [1]. 
  This projection provides, without any additional computation, an approximation 

to the values that would be obtained for each specific individual if it would have 
been computed with the same finite element mesh used for the reference 
individual, thus providing the necessary information to perform an adaptive 
remeshing over the next design, even before any new computation is performed. 

 5.- Generation of the h-adapted mesh. An adapted mesh is generated for each 
individual using the projected values of the last step. This h-adapted mesh is used 
for the evaluation of the objective function and the restrictions of the individual. 

  The generation of every new mesh in the remeshing procedure requires the 
definition of a mesh optimality criterion. In this work a mesh is considered as 
optimal when the error density is equally distributed across the volume, see [3]. 

  Fig. 22 in next section will show an example of analysis of a generation of 
individuals.  
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4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

This section shows three optimization examples solved using the proposed strategy. 

4.1. Pipe cross section. 

We used our own FE code for the structural analysis of each of the geometries 
proposed by the optimization algorithm to solve again the 2D case of the Pipe example 
described in Section 2. The technique described in Section 3 was used for the direct 
definition of h-adapted meshes for the individuals analyzed in each generation. The 
maximum admissible relative error in energy norm for each of the analysis was set to 
 = 1%. 150 generations with 30 individuals per generation were considered. The results 
showed that in the 97% of the 4500 individuals analyzed, the use of the proposed 
technique [1] directly provided the appropriate mesh for the FE analysis. This implies a 
considerable reduction of the computational cost associated to the h-adaptive analyses. 

4.2. Hook 

The second numerical example is the optimization of the shape of a hook in order to 
minimize its weight. Note that this example is a modification of that presented in [1], 
using a different load and a different prescribed error level. Therefore the results here 
obtained cannot be directly compared with those in [1]. The initial shape, the applied 
load and the geometry definition points (hollowed dots) are shown in Fig. 16. The 
coordinates of 19 points are used as design variables, 16 of them can move horizontally, 
one can move vertically and the rest have been enforced to move along straight lines 
inclined 45º. The resulting load applied over the inner part of the hook is 6300 N. The 
material properties are E = 21000000 N/cm2 and  = 0.3. A plane stress model has been 
used. The objective function is the total cross sectional area of the hook. The maximum 
von-Mises stresses along the boundary of the model are restricted to 20000 N/cm2. The 
minimum thickness of the spike of the hook is limited to 0.5 cm.  

20 individuals per generation were used in the analysis. The optimization process 
needed a total of 400 generations. A maximum estimated relative error in energy norm 
 ≤ 2.0% was prescribed. 

The shape provided by the optimization algorithm, which has an area of 88.71 cm2, 
has also been represented in Fig. 16 for comparison. It can be observed that the 
optimization process displaces the spike of the hook so that it coincides with the 
resultant of the load forces in order to eliminate the bending moment over this region.  

Fig. 3 showed that the results during the initial steps of the optimization process are 
not significantly affected by the prescribed accuracy of the analyses. This has allowed 
implementing a very simple technique that reduces the computational cost of the 
optimization. This technique simply consists of defining the value of the admissible 
estimated error in energy norm  as a function of the generation number, decreasing the 
value of  during the progress of the optimization process. This technique considerably 
reduces the computational cost associated to the analysis of the first generations of 
individuals without affecting the accuracy of the results corresponding to the last steps 
of the optimization process. The evolution of the prescribed error along the optimization 
process, that only considers the required accuracy of  = 2% after generation 150, is 
represented in Fig. 17. An exponential reduction from  = 20% to  = 2% in the first 150 
generations has been considered to solve this problem. 
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Fig. 18 shows examples of the different mesh densities used along the optimization 
process. Observe that the optimization algorithm is able to provide reasonable 
approximations to the final geometry in the early stages of the process using coarse 
meshes (see geometries for generations 6 and 57) that require a low computational cost. 
Fig. 19 shows the evolution of the best individual found along the optimization process. 

4.3. Gravity dam. 

The shape optimization of the gravity dam represented in Fig. 20 has been solved. 
Both dead weight and water hydrostatic pressure have been considered in the analyses. 
The model does not include any sharp reentrant corner that could produce stress 
singularities masking the evolution of the adaptive remeshing processes. The shape 
optimization problem consisted of running the genetic algorithm for a total 100 
generations, with 30 individuals per generation, to improve the shape of the internal 
boundary in order to reduce the cross sectional area of the gravity dam, keeping fixed 
the external boundary. A total of 7 points have been used to define the internal 
boundary. As indicated in Fig. 21, the coordinates of 5 of these points have been 
considered as the design variables for this problem. The maximum von-Mises stresses 
along the boundary of the model have been restricted to 2.75·106 Pa.  

A maximum estimated relative error in energy norm  = 2.5% has been required for 
the analysis of the final solution.  

Fig. 22 shows an example of analysis of a generation of individuals. The reference 
individual is displayed at the top of the figure. In this case, the error projection 
technique described in Section 3 directly provides the appropriate mesh for the analysis 
of 29 of the individuals evaluated in this generation. Only one of the individuals has 
required a further remeshing step in order to reduce the discretization error below the 
specified value.  

As in the previous case we used an exponential function to define the reduction of . 
In this case we reduced prescribed error from an initial value  = 20% to  = 2.5% in 
100 generations, see Fig. 23. For comparison purposes, we also considered a second test 
in which the prescribed error was set to  ≤ 2.5% during all the optimization process, 
see Fig. 23. The use of the error projection technique described in Section 3 has 
provided the appropriate mesh for the FE analysis of 95% of the individuals considered 
in the optimization process for both cases. 

Fig. 24 shows the evolution of the objective function (area) during the optimization 
process. This figure clearly shows that the use of high values of  at the beginning of the 
process and its smooth reduction have provided similar evolutions of the best individual 
along the optimization process and similar area reductions after 100 generations (from 
2984.9 m2 to 2527 m2 in the case of the constant error level and to 2544 m2 in the case 
of the variable error level). The differences shown in Fig. 24 are reasonable taking into 
account the nature of the evolutionary algorithm and that the optimization processes 
have not yet converged after 100 iterations. 

Fig. 25 shows the difference between the original and the similar optimized designs 
provided by both analyses.  

Note that the thin section on the downstream face of the dam is obtained because the 
only constraint considered in the optimization process was the maximum value of the 
von-Mises stresses along the boundary of the model. A stability constraint should also 
be imposed for a more realistic analysis. 
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The previous results show that the technique consisting on the gradual reduction of  
is a valid technique to reduce the computational cost of the optimization process.  

When defining the reduction of  the analyst must take into account that if  decreases 
too fast then there will only be a small reduction of the computational cost. On the other 
hand, if  reduces slowly then the optimization process could prematurely converge to 
solutions that would not satisfy the constraints if analyzed with the final prescribed 
value of . The reduction of  should be somehow coupled to the evolution of the 
optimization process, which depends on the number of design variables and other 
parameters like those used to control the optimization algorithm. How this coupling 
must be achieved is still an open question that will be a matter of our research in the 
near future. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has shown that a minimum quality of the results used to drive structural 
shape optimization processes must be ensured; otherwise converge to the optimal 
solution can be prevented, and solutions that notably violate the satisfaction of the 
constraint equations can be obtained.  Therefore, the optimization processes that make 
use of the finite element method to evaluate the objective function and the degree of 
satisfaction of the constraints require the use of error control techniques, preferably 
using adaptive remeshing techniques, as it is well known that the cheapest mesh for 
producing a solution with a fixed quality at minimum cost is an adapted one. 

Due to the high number of individuals to be analyzed, the computational cost 
associated to the use of adaptive analysis techniques can be critical when evolutionary 
algorithms are considered. For this kind of optimization algorithms we propose the use 
of the technique for the h-adaptive analysis of generations of individuals presented by 
Bugeda et al.[1]. This technique uses the projection of the estimated discretization error 
in energy norm to obtain the meshes required for the analysis of the individuals 
considered in each generation. The presented results show the efficiency of this 
technique which, in the vast majority of cases, provided the appropriate h-adapted mesh 
for the FE analyses with an error level lower than that specified by the analyst, thus 
avoiding the full adaptive remeshing process. 

Preliminary results have shown that the maximum discretization error level imposed 
over the FE analyses has no significant effect over the first steps of the optimization 
process. Hence, we have proposed the use of a technique where the maximum 
discretization error level decreases with the progress of the optimization process. The 
technique is very simple and can be used with any FE code with adaptive analysis 
capabilities. Despite of its simplicity, the main advantage of this technique is that its 
adequate use considerably reduces the computational cost associated to the analysis of 
the first generations of individuals without affecting the accuracy of the results 
corresponding to the last steps of the optimization process. This requires the reduction 
of  to be adequately coupled to the evolution of the optimization process. Further 
research is necessary to establish how this coupling can be achieved. 
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Design variable Initial value Range Constraints 

V1 20 [5.250.0]  

V2 19 [4.050.0]  

V3 19 [4.050.0] V3 < V10.5 

V4 20 [5.250.0] V4 > V2 + 0.5 

 
Table 1.  Pipe cross section. Values of design variables. 
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 A AAopt vm vm  admissible 

No control 57.22 18.00% 2222330 11.12% 

20% 57.52 17.58% 2229070 11.45% 

10% 58.64 15.97% 2265360 13.27% 

5% 63.94 8.39% 2074650 3.73% 

2.5% 68.74 1.50% 2025850 1.29% 

1% 70.05 0.38% 2013710 0.69% 

 
Table 2.  2D Model. Evolutionary algorithm. Influence of  over the accuracy of the objective function 

and the degree of satisfaction of stress constraint equations (maximum von Mises stress of final 
geometries evaluated using  = 0.3%).  
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 A AAopt vm vm  admissible 

No control 63.10 9.58% 2039197 1.96% 

20% 64.05 8.22% 2044204 2.21% 

10% 62.77 10.06% 2065720 3.29% 

5% 67.66 3.05% 2031427 1.57% 

2.5% 67.15 3.78% 2021792 1.09% 

1% 69.68 0.15% 2006560 0.33% 

 
Table 3. 2D model. Deterministic algorithm. Influence of  over the accuracy of the objective function 

and the degree of satisfaction of stress constraint equations (maximum von Mises stress of final 
geometries evaluated  using  = 0.3%) 
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 Generation V VVopt vm vm  admissible 

5% 513 1440.53 3.21% 1996000 0.200% 

10% 589 1438.85 3.09% 2006700 0.335% 

No control 500 1454.95 4.24% 2033700 1.685% 

No control 927 1432.25 2.62% 2069900 3.495% 

 

Table 4.  3D model. Evolutionary algorithm + Ansys®. Influence of  over the accuracy of the objective 
function and the degree of satisfaction of stress constraint equations (maximum von Mises stress vm of 

final geometries evaluated  using  ≤ 0.8%) 
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Fig. 2. Examples of initial meshes before any adaptive operation.
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Fig. 3. 2D model. Evolutionary algorithm. Influence of γ over the evolution of 
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Fig. 18. Hook. Mesh densities used along the optimization process. The 
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